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Small town, big city 4

Austin sights

Oddities like this fence 
decorated by chairs on 
the east side of South 
First Street are common 
sights in Austin.

UT Reynolds Institute for High School Journalism

Keeping 
it weird 
in Austin

Eccentric bums, 
public nudity and 
ridiculous festivals 
are part of daily life in 
Austin.

Chelsea Dunn had 
heard Austin was 
weird before she 
moved here from 
Houston, but she didn’t 
think it was really 

true. After living in Austin for five years, the 
bartender and University of Texas student has 
changed her mind. She now thinks the moniker 
fits well based on the “crazy stuff” she has 
seen. A typical night in Austin might include 
sights of cross-dressers on bicycles, topless 
women in the streets or biker gangs on Sixth 
Street, according to Christopher Williams, an 
Austin city police officer.

Dunn came to Austin to go to school, but 
many others found themselves drawn to the 
city precisely because of its reputation for 
weirdness. John (no last name provided), 
a captain for Lonestar Riverboat, cracks a 
joke and says, “I am like most other people 
in Austin. I came here from California a few 
months ago.” He is not the only one. According 
to the Austin Chamber of Commerce’s website, 

the city population grew 37 percent from 2000 
to 2010. This site also states that Austin has 
the highest rate of transplanted residents of any 
of the top 50 metropolitan areas in the United 
States.

Williams and John Evers are police officers 
who patrol one of the city’s entertainment 
areas on foot, so they have informed insight 
into whether the city actually lives up to to 
its reputation. They disagree, however, on 
the applicability of the “Keep Austin Weird” 
slogan.

Williams, an Iraq war veteran who has lived 
in Austin for five years, thinks the slogan is 
true and applicable. He enjoys what he calls the 
“free environment” of the city and plans to live 
here until he retires.

“I think Austin attracts eclectic people 
because it’s an accepting environment where 
eclectic is accepted,” Williams said.

He finds that this open environment does not 
affect his work. Because Austin is so accepting, 
the police aren’t often needed. He says much 
of his time on the beat involves breaking up 
fights and intervening drunk and disorderly 
conduct, although he does acknowledge some 
difficulties that arise because of Austin’s high 
population of homeless people.

Evers, in contrast to Williams, does not like 

the the “Keep Austin Weird” movement. As a 
native Texan who grew up outside of Austin, he 
believes the slogan is effective in that it attracts 
people to Austin, but he does not see this as a 
positive thing.

“The slogan shoots itself in the foot and, by 
proxy, shoots the city in the foot,” Evers said.

Evers points to congestion and traffic 
concerns as among the negative effects of 
the city’s rapid growth. He thinks Austin is 
trying to hang on to a small-town mentality of 
quirkiness and refusing to deal with the reality 
of being a big city of almost a million people. It 
remains to be seen whether the city will adjust.

story and photos by 
Umbreen Qadeer

Pac Man graffiti decorates the old railroad 
bridge over Lady Bird Lake and becomes part 
of the Austin downtown skyline.
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Austin, Texas is described by many as an 
anomaly—in no way the stereotypical 
Texan town. This is because in this 

big, red, famous-for-conservatism and home-
to-George W. Bush state, Austin thrives on its 
liberalism. 

Austin’s latest liberal move—the ban of 
single-use shopping bags—seems so opposite 
to Texan values of conservatism, it’s almost 
laughable.

Here’s the deal: Vendors in Austin city limits 
are no longer legally allowed to offer single-use 
plastic or paper bags to its customers.  Thicker 
plastic bags and paper bags with handles are 
allowed. The idea, enacted in March, is to have 
no plastic or paper bags in the landfill, and the 
city hopes this will encourage its citizens to 
carry reusable bags.

The ban has 
been attributed to 
a “nanny-state,” a 
big-government take-
over by government 
officials such as Rep. 
Drew Springer. The 
environmentalists and 
liberals are coming in, inhibiting businesses 
from the free market, and telling ordinary 
citizens how they should or should not live their 
lives. 

Not only are plastic 
bags toxic to the 

environment, ... it’s a 
dirty job to make them.

The bag ban has also been criticized for 
the cost passed onto 
vendors, especially 
in a time when the 
economy is so fragile. 

Single-use plastic 
bags are cheap, but 
the heavier bags that 
are not banned are 

about four times more expensive, according to 
CVS manager Bill Lawless. Some businesses 
have opted to transfer that charge to the 
customer—11 cents per bag on average—and 

some business have decided to take on the extra 
cost.

But Lawless isn’t too worried. According 
to him, people are slowly changing, and the 
extra cost the company ensues “from a financial 
standpoint globally, is peanuts.”

The idea that regulations on businesses are 
“nanny-state” or a big government takeover is 
the same rhetoric repeated over the years when 
any new legislation prohibits businesses in any 
way. The bag ban is for the greater good even 
if it might make business uncomfortable for a 
short while.

Not only are plastic bags toxic to the 
environment and repellent to breakdown in the 
landfill, it’s a dirty job to make them. The toxins 
sent into the environment upon manufacture 
contribute to greenhouse gasses. Additionally, 
plastic bags are a petroleum product. Don’t like 
high gas prices? Maybe we should be saving 
from the bags. 

At one point it was okay to hire children 
to work in factories. It was legal to pay black 
people less than white people. And the 40-hour 
work week? That’s big government, too. When 
all of these laws were put into place, you bet 
it was uncomfortable for businesses for a little 
while. But it’s highly unlikely anyone wants to 
go back to those days.

So, even though it might take Austinites a bit 
of time to adjust to the new system, the future 
of the city is heading in the right direction. One 
can only hope more cities will make this less-
thn-Texan, liberal town’s policy the norm.

Austin’s trash problem in the bag
Texas town pioneers responsible consumption by banning single-use bags

editorial column by 
Emily V. Brandon

ASNE Fellows reflect on the institute
What will you take home with you from this 
institute?

What would you have changed about the 
institute?

“Presenters have really stirred my thinking 
about how I need to be specific with my 
instruction.”
- Jon Reese
Decatur, Ga.

“I am really eager to use the news writing 
templates that we were given.”
- Will Huberdeau
Norfolk, Va.

“I have a renewed awareness of my professional 
obligations and opportunities.”
- Natalie Sekicky
Shaker Heights, Ohio

+
“I don’t think the lectures were organized in a 
logical fashion. Some of the basic ones were 
at the end while more advanced topics were 
covered earlier.”
- Beth Skaggs
Manassas, Va.

“Technology should have been covered in 
groups by ability.”
- Susan Holt
Freeport, Texas

“It would have been nice to have more time on 
WordPress.”
- Bryan Slattery
Charlotte, N.C.

-
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Advisers grapple with controversial topics 
Sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll dominated the 

examples at the ASNE University of Texas 
High School Journalism Advisers Institute, but 
participants say their students differ widely in 
their desire to explore controversial topics.

Although some student publications explore 
the contents of every parent’s nightmares, 
others stick to conventional topics and resist 
advisers’ encouragement to go further.

“We’ve covered God, sex, and drugs,” said 
Jon Reese, adviser to The Journal in Decatur, 
Ga., and a Journalism Education Association 
state director. “We’re not averse to any topic.”

In New York, Amelia Rawlin’s students do 
not hold back in The Kangaroo Voice.

“They have a lot to say. They have a strong 
voice. . . They love to be controversial,” she 
said.

But staff members on Cara Coble’s after-
school newspaper club in Labelle, Fla. are 
predominantly interested in sports because the 
town of 7,000 focuses on athletics.    

“I’d love to have sport sections, then 
news sections,” she said. “I’d love to do 
more features about 
individual students. 
There are a lot of 
amazing stories these 
kids have to tell. I 
know because I hear 
them in my creative 
writing class.”

Stacy Short, adviser to The Talon at Argyle 
(Texas) High School, said her students first 
want to write about sports and review movies, 
but they are required to bring three to five story 
ideas to their brainstorming sessions.

“Occasionally, we start with good ideas, but 
not great,” she said.

An adviser should build trust with the 
administration and good relationships with 
staff and parents before diving into the depths 
of controversy, Reese advised.

“I am in a very liberal pocket of Georgia,” 
he explained. “I’m established. I’ve done 
enough serious topics wisely that I’ve earned 
everyone’s trust.”

If a student proposes a tough story to a new 
adviser, he advised caution.

“I’d say, ‘I’m new. Good relationships take 
time. I’m still building trust so we can write 
stories like this. Allow me to establish that 
trust and look to the future of the publication’,” 
Reese said.

With education and encouragement, Short’s 
staff has produced major stories about topics 
relevant to the 650-student Texas school. 
For example, peers’ habits changed after an 
in-depth look at power and energy drinks, she 

said.
“Students came in to tell me that they didn’t 

know they caused heart problems or deaths,” 
she said.

Also, The Talon explored football helmet 
safety when the school spent $650 apiece on 
new ones and explored parents’ anger over 
fracking that led to smells around the school.

Argyle made national news when the school 
board voted to arm teachers with handguns. 
Short’s students interviewed teachers, the 
superintendent, school board members and 
everyone else affected by the proposal, and 
they are ready to follow up as the board writes 
policy governing handgun training and use this 
fall.

Rawlins advises the after-school paper at 
Boys and Girls High School in Brooklyn.

In a hard-hitting editorial, one of Rawlin’s 
students in New York argued that students 
should be at the table as the mayor’s office and 
others make decisions about education.

As they plan the paper, The Kangaroo Voice 
staff members vigorously debate before they 

agree on a topic, she 
said.

Before her first 
issue, Rawlins 
submitted a draft 
of the editorial to 
the principal, who 

“said it was fine. I didn’t have to go back 
afterwards.”

Rawlins earned a bachelor’s degree 
in journalism and psychology from Utica 
College. She returned to her alma mater, which 
was her goal.

“If you are putting someone in a position 
with that much power, you should trust them to 
use the tools,” Rawlins said.

Although her Florida town is obsessed 
with sports, especially football, Coble said the 
predominantly Hispanic student body does not 
share that interest.  

Also, another adviser has final say over 
what appears in The Cowboy Current, so 
Coble struggles for control over content.

“I feel a responsibility to give the students a 
voice,” Coble said.

Michael Hiestand. a Seattle attorney who 
has fought for student press rights for almost 
30 years said advisers should lay a foundation 
before dealing with controversy.

He the told institute participants, “Let your 
students lead. . . . Give them the SPLC phone 
number and website at the beginning of the 
year. When you are called in (about a story), 
you can say they’re acting on their own.”

Also, he suggested inviting the principal to 

an editorial meeting to “show he is dealing                  
with kids who, hopefully, take their job very 
seriously.”

Hiestand said he has handled more than 
15,000 school cases as a private attorney and 
while he worked for the Student Press Law 
Center.

Every state constitution has provisions 
similar to the First Amendment, and some have 
been read to poivde even more proection, he 
said.

He explained the U.S. Supreme Court 
decisions that govern high school journalists. 

“No high school has been held liable for 
material published by student media,” he said.

Amelia Rawlins

Jon Reese

Cara Coble

Stacy Short

Student press law

“Occasionally, we start 
with good ideas, 

but not great.”

story and photos by Sybel Alger 



Displays of a variety of 
foods fill the aisles at 

Whole Foods. 
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What happens when North meets South 
or small town meets big city?

The ASNE Institute is a two-
week conference designed to help high school 
teachers better teach journalism. A perk is the 
chance to experience two weeks immersed in a 
new setting.

Tim Dale, a seasoned traveler from Staten 

Justin Turner stands speechless at the sight of a bar in the Whole Foods 
grocery store on a Friday evening.

Outside Their Limits
ASNE Fellows Explore Austin

Exotic photographs changed Rebecca McEntee’s life. Images from 
places such as Iceland and Thailand, where her father traveled as an 
Air Force photographer, made her the photographer she is today.

Recently a photo editor at the Austin American-Statesman, 
McEntee is a doctoral student at the University of Texas. She 
believes that students must understand how images are produced.

“Images are a huge part if not the major part of communication 
and are important for democracy,” McEntee said.

McEntee’s dissertation focused on aspects of media’s 
representation of conflict photography. She saw a need for all 
journalism students to learn basic principles.

According to McEntee, photos have traditionally backed up what 
has been written.

“Photographs give information that people cannot just pick up 
with words,” McEntee said. “It’s an added dimension. It’s a different 
kind of cognition.”

Easily accesible camera phones changed the way media takes 
photographs and reports the news. ASNE participant Bryan 
Slattery said these emerging technologies are changing the value of 
photojournalism.

“I definitely think phones have a place in journalism. As they get 
better in quality, the job of the photojournalist is becoming obsolete,” 
Slattery said.

ASNE participant Stacy Short said camera phones can be used to 

Photojournalism in schools start with principles
Story by Ismael Barraza

story and photos by Barb Bateman

Island, said Austin is a mix of New Orleans and 
Brooklyn. He associates Austin’s Sixth Street 
with New Orleans’ Bourbon Street: Anything 
goes, but be careful.

Dale appreciates Austin’s reverence for its 
history and traditions. New York is an old city 
but it sacrifices its history to be a modern city 
with eclectic and diverse fashions, art, and 

architecture. “In New 
York, they will tear 
down a 100-year-old 
building. That doesn’t 
seem to happen here,” 
he said.

Austin has pockets 
of “weird” but is 
deeply connected to 
its roots, Dale said. 
“Texans are more 
proud of where they’re 
from. I appreciate 
that.”

A self-described 
small-town guy from 
Bryant, Ark., Justin 

Turner felt culture shock at the grocery store.
“They have 42 different types of teas. They 

even had a wine bar—in a grocery store!” he 
cried as he photographed the various displays 
at Austin-based Whole Foods, known as the 
epitome of choice.

Walking back to the hotel after the first 
day of class, Erin Murillo was shocked by the 
size of Austin’s homeless population. Idaho, 
her base, does not have much of a homeless 
population.

When talking about that first day,  Murillo 
said, “I couldn’t believe the amount of homeless 
people. I was approached by three different 
people just walking from the bus stop.”

Regardless of where the ASNE participants 
originated from, there was something different 
for them to experience in Austin.

gather material for online and social media.
“I think there is a place and it definitely makes the world easier,” 

Short said. “If you don’t have your good camera with you, then you 
better use your phone because you have to get something.”

For McEntee, more expensive cameras help students see the 
quality of photographs they can produce, and what they can 
learn from a photograph. Instructors need to know how different 
photography equipment works to “not only (know) what they should 
expect, but what they should expect of you (the teacher),” she said.

Although she remembers the “art” of developing film, McEntee 
does not minimize the importance of new photography technologies.

But her fear of emerging technologies is that even when 
manipulated photos are be labeled “illustrations,” they are still 
perceived as “real.”

“Cameras were supposed to represent the real thing,” McEntee 
said. “How much can we trust pictures and how much we can rely on 
pictures?”

People have traditionally relied on photography to establish fact.
“People know when to trust and when not to trust. We need to 

establish that we do not manipulate (photographs),” she said.
McEntee stressed the importance of creating more visual 

opportunities for students to learn photojournalism.
“It’s a way of opening new possibilities of thinking about a 

subject,” she said.


